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EF, l’organisme de formation linguistique distanciel du Ministère de la Défense depuis 2010

La réponse aux besoins linguistiques des militaires 
engagés en opérations extérieures :

MAINTIEN DE LA PAIX, ASSISTANCE HUMANITAIRE
ET EXERCICES D’ENTRAINEMENT DE L’OTAN.

Faciliter votre compréhension de la vie courante et vos missions
professionnelles et opérationnelles en améliorant vos
connaissances de la langue anglaise.

• Contenus pédagogiques conçus selon les normes internationales OTAN 

(STANAG 6001) et le Cadre Européen Commun de Référence pour les Langues

• Parcours personnalisé de 6 mois selon vos besoins spéciques :

Anglais Maritime, Aéronautique, Militaire, Médical, Police, logistique…

• TOEIC blanc

• Accès à des cours privés avec des professeurs natifs à chaque unité

(6 unités par niveau / 16 niveaux de Débutant à Avancé)

• Classes en mini-groupes (7 apprenants maximum) avec des professeurs natifs.

Pour plus d’informations,
vous pouvez nous joindre au
01 42 61 82 37

www.ef.com/corporate
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DENIS MERCIER

The French Air Force is on opera-
tions all day, everyday, facing new

threats, different contexts and chal-
lenges. Among these are deployments
to many and various theatres of oper-
ation. Challenges include the imple-
mentation of modernised equipment
but also a full commitment to interna-
tional organisations, and many bilat-
eral exchanges. These new terms have
one essential aspect in common – an
international environment. Therefore,
mastering foreign languages, and more
particularly English, has become an
operational necessity in itself.

The language skills of our airmen and
women need to meet this requirement
in order to commit efficiently to our
current needs; it has become crucial
for the future. In accordance with the
Air Force strategic plan “Unis pour faire
face” English language training pro-
grammes have been established as
part of various innovative and effec-
tive projects.

With this in mind, I have entrusted the
French Air Force Human Resources
Directorate with the organization of the
3rd edition of ‘Ops Talk’, a seminar for 
Aeronautic and operational English
training professionals. 

The theme of the 2015 edition is about
skills – defining them, developing them
and recognising them. This seminar is
an ideal forum for those involved in
training, be they from the Ministry of
Defence, other ministries, or interna-
tionally based, from public or private
sectors.
Together, they will research, debate
and share ideas about the most effi-
cient ways to answer this eminently
global issue … and all this in English
“Vocable” of course!” ●

TEST

Général d'armée aérienne 
Chef d'état-major de l'armée de l'air

56, RUE FONDARY, 75015 PARIS. 

Tél : 01 44 37 97 97 / Fax : 01 44 37 97 98. 

DIRECTEUR DE LA PUBLICATION : D.Lecat. RESPONSABLE

D’ÉDITION : R. Lancelot, rlancelot@vocable.fr. TRADUC-

TION : J. Marshall et C. Martin. PUBLICITÉ : A. Clerc. DIREC-

TION COMMERCIALE : C. Libilbéhéty. PROMOTION :

C.Veziris. MARKETING-FABRICATION : J. de Beco, C. Bourdery.

CONCEPTION GRAPHIQUE : Rampazzo & Associés.

MAQUETTE : S.M.P./ S. Burlion, S. Bousez. IMPRESSION :

db PRINT NORD, 59432 Halluin Cedex.

VOCABLE est édité par la Société Maubeugeoise d’Édi-

tion, 59603 Maubeuge Cedex

www.vocable.fr

ABOUT THE NEWS ARTICLES
STANAG (STANdardisation AGreement) 6001 is a
language proficiency scale created by the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and
designed to allow comparisons of language
ability in different countries.

[LEVEL 1] Elementary
[LEVEL 2] Fair (Limited working)
[LEVEL 3] Good (Minimum professional)

Vocable propose, le meilleur de la presse
internationale à travers une sélection d’articles 
en V.O. avec la traduction des mots difficiles. 
Vocable existe en 3 langues : anglais, allemand,
espagnol. www.vocable.fr

Numéro spécial réalisé en partenariat
avec l’Armée de l’air.
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4 • VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE

Awarding the Airman's Medal
BRAVERY [ LEVEL 2 ]

HONOURED. On 26 January eleven people, nine of whom were French, were killed and another twenty-one injured in a figh-
ter plane crash during a NATO elite pilot training course on the Los Llanos base, in the province of Albacete, in the east of Spain.
The accident produced a firewall into which a solider braved the flames to save other military personnel. He received the Air-
man’s Medal last month. This is an account of how it happened.

R AF LAKENHEATH, England — U.S. Air
Force Staff Sgt. Greggory Swarz was
awarded the Airman’s Medal in March

for dragging three French airmen out of the
fire that ensued after a Greek F-16 crashed dur-
ing a multinational exercise in Spain. The two
Greek pilots and nine French airmen were
killed when the fighter jet crashed on takeoff
into five parked planes at Los Llanos Air Base
in southeastern Spain on Jan. 26 .

What happened
2. Swarz, a 492nd Aircraft Maintenance

Unit electrical environmental systems spe-
cialist, was working on a plane when he heard
what he thought was an engine misfiring. But
then he saw people running and screaming.
3. When he stepped around the aircraft to have
a look, he saw a wall of flames almost two sto-
ries high, he said during an interview at the
48th Fighter Wing Maintenance Professional
of the Year Awards Banquet, where Gen. Frank
Gorenc, commander of U.S. Air Forces in Eu-
rope-Air Forces Africa, presented him the Air-
man’s Medal. The medal is awarded for a heroic
act, usually involving the voluntary risk of life.
4. “I saw just a wall of flames just from one side
to the other of the ramp, which was just a huge
fire wall,” Swarz said. “So my first instinct was,
I started turning around to run, and then kind
of thought it over pretty quick and I was think-
ing there were people there.”
As the flames spread, Swarz said ejection seats
and ammunition were going off and large fire
extinguishers for the airplanes were exploding
and “went flying around.”
5. Swarz found five servicemembers in a space
surrounded by flames. He went through the
flames to reach the group and pulled one to

1. RAF Royal Air Force / Staff Sgt = Staff Ser-

geant rank of sergeant below master sergeant

/ to award to honour, give / to drag to pull

out, here to rescue / airmen member of the air

force / to ensue to follow / to crash (of an

aeroplane etc) to hit the ground / fighter mili-

tary jet / takeoff moment a plane leaves the

ground / parked left in a designated area for

stationary planes.

2. aircraft aeroplane / to misfire to make the

sound of an engine with combustion pro-

blems / to scream to shout (in fear or excite-

ment).

3. to step to walk around / wall of flames solid

barrier of fire / story (also, storey) level in a

building / high tall.

4. ramp inclined surface, often moveable /

huge enormous, massive / to turn to turn

back and go in the opposite direction / kind

sort of / pretty rather, fairly / quick fast / ejec-

tion seat seats in an aeroplane designed to

launch the pilot out in an emergency / to go

off to explode / fire extinguisher canister to

spray on a fire with foam or chemicals to put

it out.

5. servicemember member of the armed forces

/ to surround to encircle / to pull to take / 

Awarding the Airman’s Medal
U.S. Airforce Staff Sgt saves three
French Airmen

STARS AND STRIPES / TNS BY ADAM L. MATHIS
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The Airman’s Medal. (U.S. AIR FORCE PHOTO/AIRMAN 1ST CLASS ERIN R. BABIS)
i
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VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE • 5

safety, rolling him on the ground and pulling
his clothes off to put out the flames. He went
back through the flames two more times to
pull out two more servicemembers. The third
had lost his arm and Swarz used his belt as a
tourniquet.
6. Because the fire spread, Swarz was unable
to reach the other two. Swarz said most of his
fingers were burned, but described the injuries
as minor and said they healed within a few
weeks.

Recognition
7. During the banquet, 15 other airmen

were awarded Air Force Commendation Medals
— awarded to those who have distinguished
themselves by meritorious achievement or acts
of courage which do not involve voluntary risk
of life — for their work during and after the ac-
cident. Three of the airmen were not present
for the ceremony.
8. “We just recognized airmen who are willing
to go above and beyond what we expect nor-
mal people to do, and instead of running away
from the fireball they ran into the fireball,”
Gorenc said. “It’s a validation of everything
that’s good about what we try to do with our
airmen and the Air Force.”
9. About 80 airmen from RAF Lakenheath and
three F-15E Strike Eagles were in Spain for the
Tactical Leadership Program, involving 10
NATO nations designed to enhance leadership
and mission planning. The training was sus-
pended after the crash in which eight U.S. air-
men with the 492nd suffered minor injuries.
10. Swarz said he was in contact with one of
the French airmen he rescued and his wife.
“I’m very happy … that they’re doing good,”
Swarz said. “I always look forward to seeing
their e-mails and seeing how they’re doing.” ●
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Gen. Frank Gorenc (left) and Staff Sgt. Greggory Swarz stand at attention during an Airman’s Medal presentation
March 13, 2015, at Royal Air Force Lakenheath, England. (U.S. AIR FORCE PHOTO/AIRMAN 1ST CLASS DAWN WEBER)
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TLP

The Tactical Leadership Programme was born

out of a desire by the Allied Air Forces Cen-

tral Europe (AAFCE) to improve their tactical

capabilities by developing tactics, techniques

and procedures which would enhance multi-

national tactical air operations.  With this

aim in mind, in January 1978, the signatory

nations, namely Belgium, Canada, Germany,

The Netherlands, UK and the USA formed the

AAFCE TLP at the German Air Force base Füer-

stenfeldbruck.

safety state of being free from danger / to
roll to lie on one’s back and move from side to
side / to put out to extinguish flames / belt
band of leather or other material worn around
the waist.

6. unable incapable / to reach to arrive at /
injury physical harm / to heal to get better.

7. recognition acknowledgement / achieve-
ment accomplishment, exploit / present in
attendance.

8. willing prepared, ready / above and beyond
above and beyond the call of duty, to do far
more than is expected / to expect here to be
contracted to do / fireball fire resulting from
an explosion.

9. strike American all- weather multirole strike
fighter plane / Tactical Leadership Program
joint training program formed by 10 NATO
members / to design to establish / to enhance
to improve / to train to instruct, to teach, to
prepare / to suspend to interrupt / crash acci-
dent, collision / to suffer to sustain.

10. to rescue to save, free s.o. from danger /
to do good to do well, to be ok / to look for-
ward to to be enthusiastic about, to await
with anticipation.

TLP
to be born to come from / to improve to make
better / aim objective / to have in mind to
think about, consider sth.
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6 • VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE

Air Force analysts in heat of battle,
half a world from the front

DRONES [ LEVEL 1 ]

FROM A DISTANCE. The American Air Force has nearly a thousand drone operators, and 180 more each year completing their
training, on American bases in New Mexico and Texas. These operators spend most of the day in front of a screen. Their mis-
sion is to collect information from above in order to support American troops on the ground in the Middle East and Africa.
Unlike their soldier counterparts, they go home at night.

J OINT BASE LANGLEY-EUSTIS, Va. — In a
vast windowless room, several dozen in-
telligence analysts worked under the

glow of more than 100 computer screens,
quietly studying video streaming from U.S.
drones and spy planes hunting for Islamic
State militants in Iraq and Syria.
2. One team searched the incoming video to
find a firefight underway between Iraqi se-
curity forces and militants somewhere south
of the insurgent-held city of Mosul in north-
ern Iraq.
3. For four hours, the analysts pored over the
imagery before identifying 20 positions
where the militants were dug in with ma-
chine guns and other weaponry. After the

analysts called in the coordinates, 15 jets
from five countries pounded the targets with
more than two dozen bombs.

Far away from…
4. The Dec. 5 airstrike, one of 462 in

that month, underscores the Pentagon’s
increased reliance on personnel far from
the battlefield. Improved surveillance and
reconnaissance systems over the last
decade have boosted aerial intelligence-
gathering capabilities and allowed Presi-
dent Obama to vow not to reintroduce
ground combat troops.
5. Instead, Air Force analysts here stand — or
rather sit — on the virtual front lines by track-

1. Va = Virginia / windowless without win-

dows / to glow to shine or burn without a

flame / video streaming direct and live upload

onto a computer screen.

2. incoming being received / firefight large

exchange of bullets between two sides, /

underway in progress / insurgent-held area

controlled by anti-government forces.

3. to pore to examine closely and thoroughly

/ to dig to set up a military position / wea-

ponry armament / jet plane that uses jet

engines / to pound to attack / targets objec-

tive.

4. airstrike attack by military aircraft / to

underscore to underline, emphasize / reliance

dependence / battlefield outdoor area where

combat between two sides takes place / to

boost to increase, improve / intelligence-gathe-

ring espionage / to vow to promise / ground

on the field, terrain, here local.

5. to track to follow, observe, monitor / 

Air Force analysts in heat of battle,
half a world from the front
Conducting a war in the Middle East
form Langley Virginia

TNS W.J. HENNIGAN
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A Predator drone in Kandahar, Afghanistan. (RICK LOOMIS/LOS ANGELES TIMES/TNS)
i
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VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE • 7

to head to go in the direction of / soccer foot-
ball.

6. to disclose to reveal.

7. from afar from a long distance / casualty
victim, person injured or killed in a war or an
accident.

8. chaplain minister of the church / wing sec-
tion / to headquarter to base.

9. Nerve center that provides information and
control / facility building or service provided for
a particular purpose / globe planet / fleet
group of vehicles (ships, cars, etc.) travelling
together / to fly to pilot / to launch to propel
with force / to provide to give, supply, furnish.

10. unlike contrary to / to rely to depend on /
chiefly mainly, mostly / to chatter conversa-
tion, talking / half a world away on the other
side of the planet / match to equal / to feed to
inform, influence.

11. foe enemy / to pick out to indicate.

12. to oversee to manage, here command /
flag piece of cloth with a symbol represen-
ting a country/organisation / unless except
if.

13. oil derrick lifting device on an oil rig / node
structure, part / stakeout surveillance of some
place or so. by the police / to connect to link.

ing Islamic State fighters in a war zone some
6,000 miles away. After the workday is done,
the analysts head home to their families and
kids’ soccer games near this sprawling base
on the outskirts of Newport News, Va.
6. “It’s strange because we live in different
worlds,” said a Air Force senior master ser-
geant named Jennifer, a 38-year-old intelli-
gence analyst who was not permitted to dis-
close her last name because of security
concerns. “There’s a home life and there’s
this war. This is not the type of deployment
environment that we’ve
been accustomed to.”
7. The analysts here say
they have watched from
afar after militants com-
mitted massacres. And
they have counted the
casualties and assessed
the damage of each of the more than
1,500 U.S. and allied airstrikes in Iraq and
Syria since the U.S.-led campaign began
in August.
8. Some of the analysts say they have trou-
ble sleeping at night. Like other troops, they
have access to chaplains, psychologists and
doctors. “This job isn’t for everyone,” said
Col. Timothy Haugh, commander of the Air
Force unit, the 480th Intelligence, Surveil-
lance and Reconnaissance Wing, which is
headquartered here. “We make life-and-death
decisions every day.”

Nerve centers
9. The facility is one of 27 Air Force

sites around the globe that act as nerve
centers for the growing fleet of U.S. spy
planes and drones flown in Asia, Africa,
the Middle East and elsewhere. The ana-
lysts don’t fly the aircraft, or launch the
missiles, but provide the intelligence to
commanders and pilots who do.
10. Unlike in past wars, when U.S. troops on
the ground helped provide targeting infor-
mation and intelligence, commanders in the
battle against Islamic State rely chiefly on
airborne surveillance, captured communi-
cations chatter, signals intelligence and other
material that is processed by analysts here.
U.S. officers said the video-watching analysts
working half a world away are no match for
spotters and other troops feeding intelli-
gence from the front lines.

11. “We don’t have anywhere near the level
of intelligence we used to,” Lt. Col. Marc
Spinuzzi, a senior intelligence officer,
wrote in an email from Baghdad. The an-
alysts are under “a lot of pressure … to
clearly distinguish friend from foe, and to
pick out the enemy from the civilian pop-
ulation” on the battlefield.

Casualties?
12. Analysts can watch a location for

days trying to discern whether it belongs
to the Islamic State, also
known as ISIS. “Unless
ISIS is actually flying a
flag that says ‘ISIS’ across
the top of it, then it’s
sometimes … difficult to
tell … whether they re
combatants or not,” said

Gen. Herbert Carlisle, the head of Air Com-
bat Command, which oversees nearly all
U.S. warplanes.
13. Potential targets are anything that ben-
efits the Islamic State: an oil derrick that
generates black market revenue or a com-
munications node used by militant com-
manders to position fighters. “It’s like a
police stakeout,” said another analyst, a
captain who declined to give his name.
“You have to connect all the dots. That
takes patience.” ●

After the workday is
done, the analysts
head home to their
families.
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Attacking Islamic State,
from an Aircraft Carrier

EMBEDDED [ LEVEL 3 ]

FLOATING AIR FORCE BASE. The USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70) is a nuclear powered multi-purpose aircraft carrier in the Nimitz
range. It is one of the U.S. Navy’s eleven giant aircraft carriers. A journalist from The New York Times was invited aboard during
a mission in the Persian Gulf. He witnessed the organisation of activities during the aerial raids against the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria.

ABOARD THE USS CARL VINSON, in
the Persian Gulf - More than a dozen
Navy F/A-18 warplanes roar off this

aircraft carrier every day to attack Islamic
State targets in support of Iraqi troops
battling to regain ground lost to the mil-
itants in June.
2. These Navy pilots face an array of lethal
risks during their six-hour round-trip mis-
sions. Surface-to-air mis-
siles and other enemy
fire lurk below, as the
downing of an Iraqi mil-
itary helicopter late Fri-
day underscored. About
60 percent of the air-
crews are still learning
the ropes on their first
combat tours.
3. The U.S.-led coalition improvises how
the Iraqis call in airstrikes: Iraqi troops
talk by radio to U.S. controllers at Iraqi
command centers, who in turn talk to the
Navy pilots to help pinpoint what to hit.

Senior commanders have said that plac-
ing U.S. spotters with the Iraqi troops
would be more effective, but they have
yet to recommend that step knowing that
President Barack Obama opposes it.

Targets
4. In the initial weeks of an air cam-

paign that started in August, Iraq’s troops
were tentative. Fighters
from the Islamic State
quickly learned not to
move in large numbers
to avoid being struck.
Three out of every four
missions still return
with their bombs for
lack of approved targets.

5. But in recent days, the Iraqis have been
advancing, forcing Islamic State to fight
more in the open. The airstrikes are sever-
ing the militants’ supply lines, killing some
top leaders and crimping their ability to
pump and ship the oil that they control.

1. to roar off to fly noisily away from / aircraft
aeroplane / carrier transporter / target
s.o./sthg a weapon is fired at / support help,
assistance / to battle to fight / to regain to
recover, to get back / ground land.

2. to face to be confronted with / array variety
/ lethal fatal, mortal / surface-to-air fired from
the land or sea / to lurk to secretly lie and
wait / to down to bring sthg to the ground /
to underscore to underline, to emphasize / to
learn the ropes to learn how to do a job.

3. to lead, led, led to organise, to direct / to call
in to communicate with one another / airs-
trikes attack by military aircraft / turn then,
afterwards, subsequently / to pinpoint to
detect precisely / senior high-ranking, super-
ior / spotter s.o. in charge of military lookout
/ effective efficient.

4. tentative hesitant / to strike, struck, struck
to hit, to attack / out of from among / for
because of, due to / lack absence, shortage.

5. to fight to do battle, to take part in combat
/ to sever to cut off / supply line route over
which provisions can be delivered / to crimp to
obstruct / to ship to transport.

THE NEW YORK TIMES ERIC SCHMITT

This ship has an unusual
place in the annals of 
the campaign against
terrorism.

Attacking Islamic State, From an
Aircraft Carrier
Airstrikes on Islamic State
from carriers

Crew members in the flight deck control room aboard the USS Carl Vinson,
a Nimitz-class aircraft carrier, in the Persian Gulf. (TYLER HICKS/THE NEW YORK TIMES)

i
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6. for a while for a certain amount of time /
momentum driving force in a certain direction
/ to reverse to turn around in the opposite direc-
tion / to fly, flew, flown to pilot.

7. so far until now / off from / Middle East
region of the world which includes Egypt, Jordan, I
srael, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, Iran and Iraq / to roll
to move (on wheels) / to threaten to menace /
to rush to rush, to move quickly.

8. to iron to make smooth, here, to settle through
discussion / strike attack / to relieve to release
from duty and substitute / commander offi-
cer in command of a military operation / acre =
0.4 hectares.

9. decade period of ten years / Navy SEALs =
U.S. Navy’s Sea, Air, Land Teams, special opera-
tions force / to bury to place a corpse in the
ground/in the sea / hangar deck part of a carrier
where aircraft are parked and serviced.

10. flight deck upper part of an aircraft carrier
from which aircraft take off and on which they
land / bustling with a lot of activity / behemoth
monster, giant / to be home to to be the
base/headquarters for / sailor s.o. who works
on a ship / helmet hard hat worn for protection
/ goggles protective glasses / to be in one’s twen-
ties (20s) to be between 20-29 years old / to
scurry to run around like little mice / to handle to
manage, to deal with.

11. rack frame for holding bombs in an aircraft
/ to rise, rose, risen to move up / amid in the
middle of / din loud noise / search-and-rescue
relating to a specialized rescue mission to search
for people in distress on land or at sea / to buzz
to make a low droning or vibrating sound like
that of a bee / overhead above.

12. crowded full of people / parking lot car park
/ to tuck to put (neatly) / wing one of two exten-
ding large flat pieces on the side of an aeroplane
/ slight small / misstep mistake / jet blast rapid
air movement produced by the jet engines of an
aircraft on or before takeoff. / propeller device
with two or more blades used to move
boats/planes / rotor assembly of rotating hori-
zontal airfoils / to emblazon to write prominently
on the surface of sthg / lest for fear that, in case.

13. to train to prepare professionally / 

6. “It wasn’t going so well there for a
while, but the momentum seems to have
reversed,” said Cmdr. Eric Doyle, a 41-
year-old F/A-18 Hornet pilot from Hous-
ton who also flew combat missions in the
Iraq and Afghanistan wars.

US power
7. About one quarter of the 1,200 to-

tal airstrikes in Iraq and Syria so far have
been flown off a carrier - the other mis-
sions began from bases around the Gulf
- an enduring symbol of American power
in the Middle East. After Islamic State
fighters rolled south into Mosul six
months ago and threatened Baghdad, the
Pentagon rushed the carrier USS George
H.W. Bush to the Persian Gulf from the
coast of Pakistan, where it was flying mis-
sions in support of U.S. troops in
Afghanistan.
8. Within two days, the carrier was send-
ing surveillance and reconnaissance
flights over Iraq and Syria. It was weeks
before the United States ironed out
arrangements with regional allies to al-
low land-based planes to carry out strikes.
The Vinson relieved the Bush in mid-Oc-
tober and will stay until next spring. “You
don’t have to ask anybody for permission
to use a carrier,” said Vice Adm. John W.
Miller, commander of the Navy’s 5th Fleet
in Bahrain. “It’s five acres of sovereign
U.S. territory.”
9. This ship has an unusual place in the
annals of the campaign against terrorism.
Some of the first airstrikes of the Afghan
War in October 2001 were by jets from
the Vinson; nearly a decade later, it was
here that Navy SEALs brought Osama bin
Laden’s body after the raid in Pakistan
and buried it at sea after religious rites
on the lower hangar deck.
10. The flight deck is the bustling hub of
this nuclear-powered behemoth, which
is home to 5,200 sailors and officers for
nearly 10 months at a time. Sailors in
light helmets and goggles, mostly in their
early 20s, scurry about in vests and long-
sleeve shirts color-coded to their jobs - red
shirts handle bombs, purple shirts han-
dle fuel, yellow shirts handle the flights.
11. Racks of bombs and missiles rise from
elevators below deck amid the din. MH-

60 Seahawk search-and-rescue helicopters
buzz overhead on their way out to sea.
12. It is like a crowded suburban parking
lot, except these are $57 million jets taxi-
ing for takeoff with 500-pound laser-
guided bombs tucked under their wings.
The slightest misstep around these high-
performance jets and turboprop planes
could be fatal. “Beware of Jet Blast, Pro-
pellers and Rotors” is emblazoned in large
yellow letters on the ship’s superstruc-
ture, lest anyone forget.
13. It is a dangerous business, even when
the ship is not at war. In September, while
training in the western Pacific, two

Sailors in helmets and goggles on the flight deck. (TYLER HICKS/THE NEW YORK TIMES)
i

Pilots on the deck. (TYLER HICKS/THE NEW YORK TIMES)
i
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10 • VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE

midair in the middle of the air / to rescue to

save / deep having a depth of......

14. mix combination / suit protective set of

clothing / to stride, strode, stridden to walk

rapidly with long steps / to stencil to draw a

symbol using a cut-out design / to drop to let

sthg fall / steam-powered fuelled by hot water

vapour / catapult mechanism for launching

aircraft at a speed sufficient for flight, as from

the deck of a carrier / to hurl to throw (with

force) / dead start complete halt.

16. rule regulation / to prevent to stop (sthing

from happening) / warfare activity of figh-

ting a war, art of war / ordnance munitions,

artillery / to steam to move by means of steam

power / to shorten to reduce / farther more far

/ gallon = 3.79 litres / to refuel to fill up with

fuel.

17.  feet = 30.48 cm / range maxi-

mum distance of a projectile fired from-

a weapon.

18. threat danger, menace / target object of

an attack / headquarters main offices of an

organisation / to safeguard to provide pro-

tection against attack.

19. grid pattern of regularly spaced horizontal

and vertical lines forming squares on a map

used as a reference for locating points / square

mile = 2.56km2 / to track to follow, to moni-

tor / steady regular, constant / stream flow.

20. pretty quite / heated violent, intense.

F/A-18s from the Vinson collided in midair
soon after takeoff. One pilot was rescued
in the accident, but the other was killed.
His body was never found in waters
nearly 3 miles deep.

Numbers
14. About 20 percent of the 100 daily

flights are strike missions into Iraq and
Syria. The others are a mix of training,
supply, reconnaissance and other flights,
usually between 10:30 a.m. and 11 p.m.
About an hour before takeoff, fighter pi-
lots in flight suits stride to their planes
for a final inspection. Tiny black bombs
are stenciled below the cockpit for each
weapon dropped from that aircraft. A gi-
ant steam-powered catapult then hurls
the jets off the ship, from a dead start
to more than 125 miles an hour in less
than three seconds.
15. By then, the pilots have studied their
routes, the weather and the targets as-
signed by an American air command cen-
ter in Qatar, a tiny gulf state. Targeting
specialists have selected bombs big
enough to do the job but mindful of the
risk to civilians.

Rules
16. The allied jets are operating un-

der some of the strictest rules intended
to prevent civilian casualties in modern
warfare. “If there’s any doubt, we do not
drop ordnance,” said Capt. Matt Leahey,
a 44-year-old Naval Academy graduate
from Lewiston, Maine, who commands

the 2,100 personnel and 63 aircraft in the
carrier’s air wing. The Vinson has steamed
to the northern part of the Gulf to
shorten flight times as much as possible,
but it is still 450 miles to Baghdad and
much farther to Syria. The F/A-18s burn
5,700 gallons of fuel on a typical mission,
and pilots must refuel in midair three or
four times.
17. The jets fly well above 20,000 feet, out
of the range of most anti-aircraft guns. Is-
lamic State has surface-to-air missiles and
has downed a few Iraqi helicopters, so pi-
lots cannot fly as low as they would like
to get the best look at their targets.
18. “MANPADS are a real threat,” said
Doyle, referring to Man-Portable Air De-
fense Systems. In some cases, pilots are
striking specific, planned targets such as
headquarters buildings. But most of the
Vinson’s missions are targets of opportu-
nity while safeguarding Iraqi troops below.
19. Pilots fly over designated grid areas,
typically 60 square miles, searching for
fighters, artillery and other signs of the
enemy. An aerial armada of surveillance
planes with names like Joint Stars and
Rivet Joint track militant movements on
the ground and intercept their electronic
communications, feeding a steady stream
of information to pilots.
20. “It can be pretty boring, then all of
sudden it gets heated and you’ve got a
whole lot of work to do in 120 seconds,”
said Doyle, who has flown eight strike
missions so far. “We’re trying to find
things and kill them.” ●

Air crews aboard the USS Carl Vinson,
a Nimitz-class aircraft carrier, in the
Persian Gulf. (TYLER HICKS/THE NEW YORK TIMES)
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12 • VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE

10,000th
LAST MONTH, THE LIFE-SAVING
BRIGHT YELLOW RAF VALLEY’S
SEA KING HELICOPTERS
REACHED A MILESTONE, their
10,000th rescue mission. The
Sea King helicopters belong to
C Flight of 22 Squadron, which
has been operating from Valley
since 1955. It’s best known pilot
was Prince William, who
personally performed many
daring rescues. In July, the
rescue service will be
transferred to a new base at
Caernarfon airport, where the
Sea Kings will be replaced by
Sikorsky helicopters operated
by a private company. ●
bright vivid (colour) / to belong to be the property of
/ daring audacious, bold.

805
THE ROYAL AIR FORCE RESERVES
have surpassed a landmark recruitment tar-

get for 2014/15 with more than 800 new

members. The final recruitment figures have

revealed a total of 805 attestations took

place in the last 12 months. The Comman-

dant of RAF College Cranwell, Air Com-

modore Chris Luck, who is head of recruit-

ment and selection, said:“I am delighted

that the RAF Reserve has reached a mile-

stone for attestations over the 2014/15 re-

cruitment period.” ●

landmark decisive, marking an important moment,
a turning point / target objective, aim / head chief,
director / to reach to accomplish / milestone important
event in the development of sth.

200
MORE THAN 200 AIRMEN AND
SEVERAL F-16 Fighting Falcons from
the Colorado Air National Guard’s
140th Wing have been deployed at
Kunsan Air Base in South Korea since
February as part of a of a rotational
theater security package (TSP). The
TSP is a routine deployment of fighter
squadrons, fuel tankers, support
personnel and equipment meant to
augment U.S. forces stationed across
the Asia-Pacific region. ●
airman member of the air force / wing section / squa-
dron basic tactical air force unit / fuel tanker large
truck which transports fuel.
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T he Daily Mail, a British daily tabloid
newspaper, reports dozens of mil-
itary personnel were injured when

an RAF transport plane on its way to
Afghanistan nose-dived after the cap-

tain’s Nikon camera, which he used to take photographs on board, be-
came lodged alongside the aircraft’s joystick. In 27 seconds of chaos, the
plane lost 4,400ft in altitude, throwing passengers and crew without
seatbelts towards the ceiling, injuring 33 of those on board. The aircraft,
a militarised version of the Airbus A330-200 passenger jet, was diverted
to an airbase in Turkey after the incident on February 9 last year, and the
state-of-the-art fleet was grounded for 11 days while the cause of the dive
was investigated by the Military Aviation Authority. ●
to injure to harm, to hurt / to nose-dive to descend rapidly, here, to descend in a plane with the front (nose)
pointing downwards / alongside next to, with / joystick control lever used to direct certain vehicules ie. airoplane
or with computer games / to throw to hurl, to propel through the air / crew team of workers, employees on a
ship or an aeroplane / seatbelt safety belt / ceiling top inside surface of a room, here a plane / state-of-the-art
using the latest technology, ultramodern / to ground to keep on the ground, here not allow to fly / dive sud-
den drop from a great height to a lower position.

...numbers

4,400ft
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PLUS DE 2.000 JEUNES
RECRUTÉS CHAQUE ANNEE

L’armée de l’air recrute 
plus de 2.000 jeunes 
chaque année, à tous 
niveaux de responsabilité 
et dans plus de 50 métiers 
différents. La plupart sont 
accessibles avec un Bac,
y compris celui de pilote.
Des postes sont également 
ouverts tous les ans pour 
de jeunes diplômés 
titulaires d’un Bac+3, Bac+5 
(ou plus), avec ou sans 
expérience professionnelle,
tant dans les métiers 
aéronautiques que dans les 
métiers  support. 

_______________________

RDV auprès d’un conseiller
dans un des 40 BUREAUX AIR
des centres d’information 
et de recrutement des 
forces armées (CIRFA)

En France comme sur les théâtres d’opérations extérieures, l’armée de l’air intervient pour 
contribuer à la sécurité du territoire national et au maintien de la paix dans le monde. Plus 
de 40.000 militaires travaillent au quotidien, au sol et en vol, en étroite collaboration avec 
leurs partenaires nationaux et internationaux sur des missions multiples : «police du ciel», 
surveillance spatiale, renseignement, planification et conduite des opérations aériennes, 
projection des forces, développement de programmes – entre autres.

Conséquence directe du milieu et des missions, la pratique de l’anglais fait partie du  
«paquetage professionnel» de la plupart des militaires de l’armée de l’air. L’environ-
nement aéronautique, l’intégration d’équipements de pointe, la participation à des exer-
cices interalliés, l’engagement dans des opérations extérieures multinationales, le déve-
loppement des partenariats de défense, l’implication dans les organisations internatio-
nales sont autant de raisons pour lesquelles l’anglais est une langue de référence pour les 
aviateurs – non seulement pour les équipages et les contrôleurs aériens, mais aussi pour 
les mécaniciens, les techniciens des réseaux informatiques et de télécommunications, les 
spécialistes du renseignement ou encore les commandos. Plus de 800 d’entre eux sont 
affectés à l’étranger (OTAN et UE notamment) et 1.200 sont actuellement déployés sur des 
théâtres d’opérations, le plus souvent au sein de coalitions multinationales.

Aussi l’armée de l’air poursuit-elle une politique volontariste dans le domaine de la forma-
tion à l’anglais. Tous les candidats recrutés passent une évaluation au moment des tests 
de sélection, du niveau scolaire à confirmé selon le niveau de recrutement et la nature du 
poste visé. Surtout, l’armée de l’air a développé un dispositif complet de formation 
interne pour renforcer les compétences linguistiques de son personnel en rapport 
avec leurs besoins professionnels. Plus de 3.000 aviateurs sont ainsi formés chaque année. 
Autant dire que l’armée de l’air recrute régulièrement des instructeurs d’anglais. Quant à 
celles et ceux qui souhaitent avoir la possibilité de pratiquer l’anglais dans leur cadre 
professionnel, l’armée de l’air offre aussi des perspectives d’emploi really interesting…
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14 • VOCABLE HORS-SÉRIE

Commercial drones

L ike driverless cars, pilotless aircraft also
promise to be a huge business if regula-
tory obstacles can be overcome. Last

month, after years of delay, America’s Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) came out with
its draft rules for commercial drones. 
2. Although not as draconian as some had
feared, unmanned aircraft will continue to
have their wings clipped. There had been wor-
ries that the FAA would require drones to un-
dergo an expensive and lengthy process to be
certified as airworthy, as happens with
manned aircraft; and that the person on the
ground operating the drone would need a pi-
lot’s licence.
3. Instead, the agency is proposing that drones
weighing less than 25kg, that are well-main-
tained and checked before flight, can be flown
without certification by operators who have
passed a basic aeronautical test. The drones,
however, would have to stay below 150 metres,
fly only in daylight and remain in view of their
operators at all time. And they could not be
flown over people.

4. This is a “good first step”, said the Associa-
tion for Unmanned Vehicle Systems, a lobby
group. It would allow, say, an estate agent to
take aerial photographs of a house being put
up for sale, or a farmer to survey a crop for signs
of disease—and do so for a lot less than hiring
a helicopter.
5. But not being allowed to fly over crowds
might prevent television companies from film-
ing sporting events with drones. The need to
keep a drone in sight also makes it hard to do
long-distance flights, such as to inspect
pipelines in remote areas. 
6. Amazon said this requirement would also
prevent it starting the drone-delivery service it
is working on. The e-commerce firm has already
moved some of its work on drones to parts of
Europe where regulations are looser.
7. With some small drones now costing less
than a few hundred dollars the technology is
moving faster than regulators. Partly for that
reason the FAA is already considering a looser
set of rules for drones that weigh less than a
couple of kilograms. ●

1. driverless without a driver / pilotless without

a pilot / huge enormous, massive / to over-

come to surmount, triumph over / draft pre-

liminary version.

2. to fear to be afraid of / unmanned not pilo-

ted by humans / to have one’s wings clipped

(lit) to cut a bird’s wings to stop it from flying

away, (met) to stop someone or a project

from advancing / to clip to cut off, shorten,

trim / worry concern / to undergo to submit to

/ airworthy fit to fly.

3. to check to examine, inspect / to pass to

be successful in an exam / to stay to remain.

4. lobby pressure group / estate property

agent / crop agricultural plant / to hire to

employ, engage.

5. crowd large group of people / to prevent

to stop (sthing from happening) / in sight in

view / pipeline infrastructure for the supply

of oil etc. / remote far, isolated, distant.

6. requirement condition, criteria / e-com-

merce business on the internet.

7. regulator person or organization that offi-

cially controls an area of business or indus-

try.

Commercial drones
Regulations allowing drones to be
used commerically

RULES AND REGULATIONS. American authorities unveiled their recommendations for the commercial use of drones over U.S.
territory last February. The Department of Transport and the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) have insisted that pilots have a licence,
and a few other requirements, which you can find out about in this article from the British weekly, The Economist.

ECONOMY [ LEVEL 1 ]
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Let’s get high! (REUTERS/CARLO ALLEGRI)
i
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There’s a great future in plastics. The
advice given to Dustin Hoffman in
the 1960s in his role as Benjamin in

“The Graduate,” is still being touted to-
day. This time, the reference is to com-
posite materials used in aerospace. Com-
posites are a much smaller market
when compared to metals used in the
industry.

The future
2. But “composites look to be the

wave of the future for commercial aero
transport,” Robert Stallard, an aviation
analyst with RBC Capital Markets, wrote
in a report to investors last month. The

composite market for aviation is rela-
tively small but growing fast, Stallard
wrote.

3. He noted that Composite World put
the current aerospace composite mar-
ket at about $10 billion. That number
could reach $20 billion by the early

Aerospace composite industry
could double by the early 2020s
LIGHTWEIGHT. One of the most important developments in aerospace technology at the moment is the use of com-
posite materials. The advantages are massive for mechanical features, and they are taking over from the use of
metal-based materials. There are cost implications, however, for both military and civilian use.

ECONOMY [ LEVEL 1 ]

h

1. advice recommendation / The Graduate
1967 American comedy-drama film directed by
Mike Nichols / to tout to enthusiastically pro-
mote.

2. wave movement of the sea, here, sudden
great rise in activity / to grow to increase.

3. to note to explain, to draw attention (to
the fact that) / to put to estimate / current
present / billion thousand million / 

Aerospace composite industry could
double by the early 2020s
The growing composite market for
aviation

THE WICHITA EAGLE / TNS BY MOLLY MCMILLIN

A newly delivered A400M Atlas aircraft is parked in a hangar at RAF
Brize Norton, central England, November 27, 2014. (REUTERS/PETER NICHOLLS)

i

Plane makers like the
materials because of their
strength, tensile flexibility
and anti-corrosive
properties.
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to reach to arrive at / by before, no later than
/ late last part (of) / to expect to suppose as
likely (to happen) / replacement substitute /
narrowbody commercial airplane with a single
aisle / likely probably / primarily principally,
mainly.

4. strength force, power, resistance / tensile
relating to tension / light-weight less heavy
/ fuel-efficient economical in terms of fuel
consumption / to require to need, to demand
/ attractive interesting / airline company offe-
ring regular flights to passengers / life-cycle
period of time sthg is alive or here, sthg func-
tions / tag label / upfront in advance, befo-
rehand / to make up to represent / content
things contained inside something.

5. meaningful siginficant, important / to rein-
force to strengthen / fin vertical stabilizer,
small structure on an aircraft designed to
increase directional stability / rudder movable
control surface attached to a vertical stabilizer,
located at the rear of an airplane and used,
along with the ailerons, to turn the airplane.

6. to implement to put into practice, to apply
/ standard required level of quality / part piece
of a machine, component / to usher to intro-
duce / to lighten to make less heavy / weight
heaviness, mass / to improve to enhance, to
make better.

7. besides apart from / wind turbine device that
converts kinetic energy from the wind into elec-
trical power / heavy here, big / product line
range of products.

8. provider supplier / dozen twelve, here, many
/ to supply to furnish / raw unprocessed, unre-
fined / to manufacture to produce.

9. growth economic development / prime best,
main.

10. increase rise / to mean to result in / 

2020s, Stallard said. By the mid to late
2020s, Stallard expects that the re-
placements for today’s narrowbody air-
liners will likely be made primarily
from composites.
4. Plane makers like the materials be-
cause of their strength, tensile flexibility
and anti-corrosive properties. That means
lighter-weight, more fuel-efficient air-
planes that require less maintenance,
Stallard said. That’s at-
tractive to the the air-
lines in a plane’s life-cy-
cle costs, even though
composite aircraft
come with higher price
tags upfront, he said.
For example, compos-
ites make up more than
50 percent of the content in Boeing’s 787
and the Airbus A350.

Something old, 
something new…
5. Composites have been on aircraft

since the 1950s, but they didn’t appear
in meaningful quantities until the mid-
1980s, when the Airbus A310 and A300-
600s used carbon-fiber reinforced plas-
tics in their vertical fins and the DC 10s
and L-1011s used composite rudder and
aileron segments, Stallard noted.
6. More recently, the Federal Aviation
Administration and the European Avi-
ation Safety Agency have implemented
certification standards to certify com-

posite aircraft parts. That ushered in a
new wave in the adoption of composite
materials to lighten weight and improve
corrosion resistance, Stallard said.

Military programs
7. Besides Boeing and Airbus, com-

posites are used on military programs,
such as the F-35 and A400M, on business
jets and on general aviation planes.

There are also non-
aerospace composites
that are used in the
production of wind
turbines, cars, sport-
ing equipment, as
well as other prod-
ucts and systems.
Bombardier is one of

the heavier users of composites across
product lines, such as the all-composite
Learjet 85. The CSeries is about 50 per-
cent composite.
8. Stallard expects some consolidation
in composite providers. Dozens of com-
panies supply raw composite materials
or are developing and manufacturing
finished composite products for the
aerospace and defense markets, he said.
9. “We think the combination of frag-
mentation (of providers) and strong
growth could make composites one of
the prime areas for future aerospace
consolidation,” Stallard wrote.
10. The increase in the use of compos-
ites has also meant higher use of tita-

Bombardier is one of
the heavier users of
composites across
product lines.

An Airbus A400M military aircraft followed by Alphajet planes from the Patrouille de France during the opening of the 50th Paris Air Show,
at the Le Bourget airport near Paris June 17, 2013. (REUTERS/PASCAL ROSSIGNOL)

i
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to add to reinforce / substructure basic struc-

ture/framework of a construction.

30%
spar main lateral member of the framework of a

wing of an airplane / tail back part of the fuselage

of an aircraft / rear back / cargo door door used

to load merchandise onto a plane / sponson pro-

tuberance at the side of a plane designed to

increase lateral stability in the water / under-

carriage landing gear (of an aircraft) / bay space,

recess / propeller device with two or more blades

used to move boats/planes / blade long flat arm

of rotating mechanism, propeller / shell exter-

nal casing / foot (pl. feet) = 30.48cm / skin panel

exterior covering / extensive widespread / to

enhance to improve, to make better / range dis-

tance / payload total weight that an aircraft can

carry.nium for added compression strength,
he said. Titanium substructures have
better corrosion and fatigue charac-
teristics than most traditional pro-
duction metals. ●

30%

In order to reduce weight, 30 per cent of

the A400M’s structure is made of com-

posites. These parts include most of the

wing, with, for the first time in history,

composite main spars. Also, nearly the en-

tire tail (the horizontal and vertical sta-

bilizers and the control surfaces), the rear

cargo door, the sponsons (undercarriage

bays) and the propeller blades (with

Kevlar shell) are made of composite. The

wing’s 19 m / 62 ft skin panels are the

largest ever produced. The extensive use

of composite material enables the A400M

to be much lighter, enabling to enhance

its performance both in terms of range

and payload.
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How NATO's Article 5 works
POLIT ICS  [ LEVEL 1 ]
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Polish and U.S soldiers look at a Patriot
missile defence battery during join
exercises at the military grouds in
Sochaczew, near Warsaw, March 21,
2015. The U.S. Army Europe has
deployed a Patriot missile defence
battery as part of joint exercises with
Poland aimed at reassuring the NATO
member in light of the conflict in
neighbouring Ukraine. (REUTERS/FRANCISZEK

MAZUR/AGENCJA GAZETA)

i

INTERNATIONAL POLITICS. Since the crisis in the Ukraine and the annexation of the Crimea last year, relations between Russia
and the West have become somewhat strained. There is a real fear of local demonstrations and the force of the Russian army
to quash them. The twenty-eight member countries of NATO have signed up to article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, pledging soli-
darity and rapid response if one of its members is attacked. But what are the implications and how realistic is this act?

N ATO is the world’s most important
military alliance. It developed as a
bulwark against Soviet aggression

in the early postwar period but has re-
mained together, and remarkably active,
in the decades since the collapse of the So-
viet Union. Its recent interventions have
been wars of choice; NATO led the inter-
vention in Afghanistan and helped defeat
Slobodan Milosevic’s regime in Yugoslavia.
Yet one of NATO's founding principles was
that of collective self-defence, embodied
in the crucial fifth clause of the 1949
Washington Treaty. It says that “an armed
attack on one or more [members] shall be
considered an attack on all” and that
members will assist the victim(s) of such
an attack “forthwith”. Article 5 seemed

something of an anachronism after the So-
viet collapse. Now, as Russia boosts its de-
fence spending, carries out dummy nu-
clear attacks on neighbours, and calls snap
military exercises on the border with the
Baltic states, it is relevant once again. But
what does Article 5 actually require of
NATO allies, and would they follow
through in a pinch?

Answers
2. Article 5 says that the response may

include armed force, but it does not man-
date it. All that NATO actually promises is
to take “such action as it deems necessary”
to restore and maintain security. That
could be anything from nuclear war to a
stiff diplomatic protest. Three tricky con-

1. NATO = North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

/ bulwark defence, rampart / decade period of

ten years / collapse failure, end / yet however

/ to embody to represent / forthwith imme-

diately / to boost to increase / spending expen-

diture / to carry out to do, to conduct /

neighbour person who lives next door, here,

nearby country / to call to organise / snap

sudden, unplanned / border frontier, boun-

dary between two countries / relevant perti-

nent (to today’s world) / to require to expect,

to demand / to follow through to pursue fully,

to carry a project to completion / pinch sudden

crisis.

2. to mandate to make obligatory / to deem to

consider / stiff unyielding, tough, strong /

tricky difficult, delicate / 

How NATO’s Article 5 works
Article 5 of the NATO Charter

THE WICHITA EAGLE / TNS BY MOLLY MCMILLIN
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strip long, narrow section of land / to reach to
arrive at / coast land next to the sea / to
reverse to turn around in the opposite direc-
tion / futile in vain / to argue to claim, to say
/ all-out complete, total / thanks to because of
/ deterrence dissuasion, measures taken by
a state or an alliance of states to prevent hos-
tile action by another state.

3. related connected / to deal dealt, dealt with
to manage, to cope with / escalation intensi-
fication / to reinforce to provide military sup-
port / lethal deadly, mortal / little green men
stereotypical portrayal of extraterrestrials,
here, the enemy (term also used by the Los
Angeles Times in 1942 to refer to camouflaged
Japanese soldiers in a pictorial on Marines
training for jungle combat) / no-fly zone airs-
pace in which certain aircraft, especially mili-
tary aircraft, are forbidden to fly / formidable
causing fear, redoubtable / to bristle to rise
up as in fear and become angry / tactical stra-
tegic / stake risk involved / to act to take action
/ HQ = headquarters (inv.), central offices of an
organisation / to worry to be concer-
ned/anxious / tiny minuscule, extremely
small.

4. challenge difficulty, problem / hybrid here,
composed of different elements / to pop up to
suddenly appear / to involve to comprise /
attempt act of trying to do sthg / staged deli-
berately arranged / to count to be conside-
red as / purpose reason / to ensure to
guarantee, to make sure / appeal request for
aid / strength force, power / mighty strong,
powerful / to amount to to equate to, to result
in / to agree to reach an accord / to step over
the line to go beyond acceptable limits.

9/11
invoke to resort to, to implement / invocation
implementation / to design to devise, to
conceive, to intend / to prevent to stop.

siderations would determine the precise
nature of any NATO response to foreign
aggression. The first is geography: in places
where an aggressor can
quickly complete and
consolidate an invasion,
NATO's options are very
limited. The Baltics, for
instance, occupy a thin
flat strip of land which is
all but indefensible. A Russ-
ian surprise attack could reach the coast
within hours, and reversing a successful
Russian invasion would be hard, even fu-
tile. Yet that was also true of West Berlin.
The Baltics argue that an attack on them
would mean an all-out East-West con-
frontation thanks to Article 5. If Russia be-
lieves that, deterrence is working. But Ar-
ticle 5 does not specify such a response.

A choice
3. A second and related problem is

dealing with escalation. Many in NATO
would be happy to reinforce the Baltic
states in a crisis, and even to use lethal
force against “little green men”. But if Rus-
sia responded to NATO preparations by an-
nouncing a no-fly zone, backed by its for-
midable air defences and bristling arsenal
of tactical nuclear weapons, the stakes
would quickly become dangerously high.
The decision to act, or not, would be made
not at NATO HQ in Brussels, but in Wash-
ington, DC. And, many eastern NATO
members worry, it is hard to imagine an
American president risking nuclear war
to defend a tiny country half a world away.
4. Yet in practice the biggest challenge to
NATO is in defining what is and is not an
attack. Russia practises “hybrid war”—a
mixture of propaganda, corruption, sub-
version, espionage, the exploitation of eco-
nomic and energy dependency, diplomacy
and the use of irregular military forces
(those “little green men” who popped up
in Crimea last year). In the Baltics, hybrid
war could involve attempts to incite eth-
nic, linguistic and regional tensions, or
the use of some staged emergency—such
as a problem with Russia’s railway traf-
fic across Lithuania to Kaliningrad. What
might count locally as an intolerable as-
sault on the Baltic states’ sovereignty may

not be seen in Brussels as an “armed at-
tack” for Article 5 purposes. Much NATO
effort is now going into ensuring that it

can respond in a practi-
cal way, militarily and
politically, to appeals for
help. All the strength of
the world's mightiest
military alliance will not
amount to much if its
members cannot agree

when an aggressor has actually stepped
over the line. ●

The response may
include armed force,
but it does not
mandate it.
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9/11

The September 11th attacks in the United States

caused NATO to invoke Article 5 of the NATO Char-

ter for the first time in the organization's history.

The invocation was confirmed on 4 October 2001

when NATO determined that the attacks were in-

deed eligible under the terms of the North Atlantic

Treaty. The eight official actions taken by NATO

in response to the attacks included Operation Ea-

gle Assist and Operation Active Endeavour, a naval

operation in the Mediterranean Sea which is de-

signed to prevent the movement of terrorists or

weapons of mass destruction.
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UP NORTH
LAST MONTH, TWO PAIRS OF B-
52 STRATOFORTRESSES
COMPLETED SIMULTANEOUS,
round-trip sorties from their U.S.
bases of Minot Air Force Base, North
Dakota, and Barksdale Air Force
Base, Louisiana, to the Arctic and
North Sea regions. The training
mission, coined Polar Growl,
allowed the aircrews to hone their
navigation skills and enhance their
ability to work with allied partners,
while demonstrating U.S. Strategic
Command capacity. ●
B-52 Stratofortress large long-range bomber airplane
of the U. S. military with the capability of delivering
nuclear weapons / to train to educate, instruct / to
coin to call, name / growl low guttural sound (like a
tiger would make as a warning) / to allow to let, per-
mit / aircrew team working on an airplane / to hone
to perfect, sharpen / to enhance to improve.

TESTS
THE AIR FORCE RESEARCH LABORATORY’S MATE-
RIALS AND MANUFACTURING DIRECTORATE
(AFRL/RX) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, is conducting

ground-breaking research in how the molecular structures that

make up some of nature’s most interesting materials interact with

nonbiological materials to create effective, low-cost and easily man-

ufactured sensing platforms. According to AFRL/RX research team

lead, Dr. Rajesh Naik, biological materials — like proteins — are

unique in their ability to transform themselves and interact with

nonbiological agents to create capabilities that meet military biosens-

ing needs, like monitoring Airman performance, such as fatigue,

cardiac function, stress and other biological markers in real-time,

in a variety of mission settings.  ●

to manufacture to produce / to conduct to carry out, do / ground-breaking completely new, revolutionary / to
make up to constitute, to represent / platform operating system / biosensing relating to the ability to use bio-
logical materials, such as enzymes, to monitor the presence of various chemicals in a substance / setting place
where the action occurs.

Partnerships

I n the US, extreme wildfire behavior has escalated over

the past two decades and accounts for more than $15

million annually in Air Force claims alone, posing a

growing liability to installation commanders. The AFWFC

is in the process of establishing regional offices at Van-

denberg AFB, California; Peterson AFB, Colorado; and

Eglin AFB, as well as a regional office at Joint Base El-

mendorf-Richardson, Alaska. The four offices will manage 12 “wildland support teams” situated at installa-

tions posing the highest fire risk to Air Force operations. ●
wildfire uncontrolled natural fires / behavior conduct, performance / to escalate to intensify / decade period of ten years / to account for to represent / claim formal request
for payment / to grow to increase.

A NEW DEAL
THE COMMONWEALTH
GOVERNMENT has
decided to acquire two
additional Boeing C-17A
Globemaster III aircraft to

bolster the Royal Australian Air Force’s existing fleet of six strategic lift
aircraft. This project will also provide significant work opportunities for local
industry. $300 million of the $1 billion investment will be spent on upgraded
facilities at RAAF Base Amberley in Queensland. ●
deal business agreement / C-17A Globemaster III large military transport aircraft / to bolster to boost, rein-
force, strengthen / fleet group of vehicles (ships, cars, etc.) travelling together / to upgrade to improve, to
modernize / facility building or service provided for a particular purpose.
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...in other news
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Fearing bombs that can pick
whom to kill

4. Britain, Israel and Norway are already
deploying missiles and drones that carry
out attacks against enemy radar, tanks or
ships without direct human control. Af-
ter launch, so-called autonomous
weapons rely on artificial intelligence and
their own sensors to select targets and to
initiate an attack. Britain’s “fire and for-
get” Brimstone missiles, for example, can
distinguish among tanks and cars and
buses without human assistance, and can
hunt targets in a predesignated region
without oversight. The Brimstones also
communicate with one another, sharing
their targets.

A B-1 bomber deploys a prototype Long Range Anti-Ship Missile. The missiles are designed to select
and strike targets without human oversight. (DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY VIA THE NEW YORK TIMES)

i

MISSILES [ LEVEL 2 ]

On a bright fall day last year off the coast
of Southern California, an Air Force B-
1 bomber launched an experimental

missile that may herald the future of war-
fare.Initially, pilots aboard the plane directed
the missile, but halfway to its destination it
severed communication with its operators.
Alone, without human oversight, the missile
decided which of three ships to attack, drop-
ping to just above the sea surface and strik-
ing a 260-foot unmanned freighter.

A choice
2. Warfare is increasingly guided by soft-

ware. Today, armed drones can be operated
by remote pilots peering into video screens
thousands of miles from the battlefield. But
now, some scientists say, arms-makers have
crossed into troubling territory: They are de-
veloping weapons that rely on artificial in-
telligence, not human instruction, to decide
what to target and whom to kill.
3. As these weapons become smarter and nim-
bler, critics fear they will become increasingly
difficult for humans to control - or to defend
against. And while pinpoint accuracy could
save civilian lives, critics fear weapons with-
out human oversight could make war more
likely, as easy as flipping a switch.

1. bright clear, sunny / fall (US) = autumn (GB) /
off in the sea near / coast land next to the sea /
to launch to propel with force / to herald to
announce, to proclaim / warfare activity of figh-
ting a war, art of war / to direct to point in the
direction of a target / halfway at half the dis-
tance / to sever to cut off / oversight supervi-
sion, control / to drop to lower, to go down / to
strike to hit, to attack / foot = 30.48 cm / unman-
ned not piloted by humans.

2. increasingly more and more / software com-
puter programme / remote from a distance / to
peer to look intently at / screen monitor / batt-
lefield area where combat takes place / arms-
maker weapons manufacturer / to cross into to
enter / troubling worrying, disturbing / to rely
on to use, to depend on / instruction command
/ to target to aim at / whom who.

3. smart intelligent / nimble agile / critic detrac-
tor / to fear to be afraid / pinpoint meticulously
precise / accuracy precision / likely probable /
to flip to activate, to turn on / switch button that
is pressed on/off/up/down to activate a device.

4. to carry out to execute, to do / tank military
vehicle covered in strong metal and armed with
guns / launch act of propelling sthg with force
into the air / so-called what is known as / sensor
detector / to fire to shoot / to hunt to chase, to
track down / to share to use at the same time,
here, to jointly target at the same time.

Fearing bombs that can pick whom
to kill
Smart bombs that choose what to hit

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. Forget Henschel Hs 293 A! Nowadays, the manufacture and use of smart bombs, that can com-
municate to each other and chose their own targets, is raising important ethical questions and concerns. An American
journalist asked experts who are both for and against this new technology, resulting in debate on both a practical and phi-
losophical level.

THE NEW YORK TIMES BY JOHN MARKOFF
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5. on the drawing board in the planning/design

stage / race competition / to take place to hap-

pen / predictably in a foreseeable way / concern

preoccupation, worry / co-founder joint foun-

der; person who establishes a business with a

partner / committee commission / to advocate

to defend, to support a cause / chairman presi-

dent.

6. stock capital of a company divided into shares

/ to trade to buy and sell / self-driving driver-

less, automatic.

7. pattern arrangement, sequence / to enable

to permit, to allow, to make possible / to carry out

to do / hardware mechanical and electronic parts

of a computer / inexpensive cheap / expendable

replaceable.

8. anti-Ship guided missiles that are designed

for use against ships / to be intended to be desi-

gned for.

9. to draw (drew, drawn) a line to make a dis-

tinction between / to hunt to chase, to track

down.

10. nonetheless all the same / to argue to claim,

to say / to decline to refuse / fleet number of

warships operating together under one com-

mand / stuff things / outside beyond.

11. to lead, led, led to organise, to direct / to

cross the line to go over a limit.

The future
5. Armaments with even more advanced

self-governance are on the drawing board, al-
though the details usually are kept secret.“An
autonomous weapons arms race is already
taking place,” said Steve Omohundro, a physi-
cist and artificial intelligence specialist at
Self-Aware Systems, a Palo Alto, California,
research center. “They can respond faster,
more efficiently and less predictably.” “Our
concern is with how the targets are deter-
mined, and more importantly who deter-
mines them,” said Peter Asaro, a co-founder
and vice chairman of the International Com-
mittee on Robot Arms Control, a group of sci-
entists that advocates restrictions on the use
of military robots. “Are these human-desig-
nated targets? Or are these systems auto-
matically deciding what is a target?”

Areas of expertise
6. In recent years, artificial intelligence

has begun to supplant human decision-mak-
ing in a variety of fields, such as high-speed
stock trading and medical diagnostics, and
even in self-driving cars. But technological ad-
vances in three particular areas have made
self-governing weapons a real possibility.
7. New types of radar, laser and infrared sen-
sors are helping missiles and drones better cal-
culate their position and orientation. “Ma-
chine vision,” resembling that of humans,
identifies patterns in images and helps
weapons distinguish important targets. This
nuanced sensory information can be quickly
interpreted by sophisticated artificial intelli-
gence systems, enabling a missile or drone to
carry out its own analysis in flight. And com-
puter hardware hosting it all has become rel-
atively inexpensive - and expendable.

A Brimstone missile, circled in red,
strike a suspected Islamic State
group armed truck in Iraq. The
Brimstone is Britain’s version of a
‘fire and forget’ missile, a class of
weapons whose autonomy has
stirred protests from some who
fear that an ethical boundary is
being crossed. (MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/CROWN

COPYRIGHT VIA THE NEW YORK TIMES)

i

Too smart?
8. The missile tested off the coast of Cal-

ifornia, the Long Range Anti-Ship Missile, is
under development by Lockheed Martin for
the Air Force and Navy. It is intended to fly
for hundreds of miles, maneuvering on its
own to avoid radar, and out of radio contact
with human controllers.
9. In a directive published in 2012, the Pen-
tagon drew a line between semiautonomous
weapons, whose targets are chosen by a hu-
man operator, and fully autonomous
weapons that can hunt and engage targets
without intervention. Weapons of the fu-
ture, the directive said, must be “designed
to allow commanders and operators to ex-
ercise appropriate levels of human judgment
over the use of force.”
10. The Pentagon nonetheless argues that
the new anti-ship missile is only semiau-
tonomous and that humans are sufficiently
represented in its targeting and killing de-
cisions. But officials at the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, which initially de-
veloped the missile, and Lockheed declined
to comment on how the weapon decides on
targets, saying the information is classified.
“It will be operating autonomously when it
searches for the enemy fleet,” said Mark
Gubrud, a physicist and a member of the In-
ternational Committee for Robot Arms Con-
trol, and an early critic of so-called smart
weapons. “This is pretty sophisticated stuff
that I would call artificial intelligence out-
side human control.”
11. Paul Scharre, a weapons specialist now
at the Center for a New American Security
who led the working group that wrote the
Pentagon directive, said, “It’s valid to ask if
this crosses the line.” ●
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Under pressure

U S Air Force officials an-

nounced last month that

they had fired a two-star

general who told junior officers

they would be committing “trea-

son” by speaking with members

of Congress about attempts to re-

tire the A-10 attack plane. An in-

vestigation found that the effect

of remarks made in January by

Maj. Gen. James Post, a senior of-

ficer at Air Combat Command, had

a “chilling effect” on some of the

300 airmen who heard them and

their lawful right to express their

concerns to Congress. ●
to fire to dismiss, discharge from service / to retire
here to remove form service / effect result / to chill to
make cold, here to cause a sense of fear and intimi-
dation / lawful legally just.

NICE TAIL
29 (R) SQUADRON BASED AT
ROYAL AIR FORCE CONINGSBY,
LINCOLNSHIRE, revealed a striking
new paint scheme to mark the
100th anniversary of its formation at
the end of March. The Typhoon
aircraft, featuring Ruby Red and
Champagne Gold colours is derived
from the squadron badge. The
badge shows an eagle in flight
preying on a buzzard with the motto
“Impiger et acer” (Energetic and
keen). 100 years ago, 29 (R)
Squadron was first raised as a unit
of the Royal Flying Corps at Gosport,
Hampshire and is one of the world’s
oldest fighter squadrons. ●
tail back part of the fuselage of an aircraft / striking
impressive, attracting attention / paint scheme pain-
ted decoration / formation beginning, creation / to
feature to include, incorporate / ruby type of red colour
based on the gemstone / gold colour of the precious
metal / to derive to have as its source, originate /
badge insignia, symbol / eagle large bird of prey / to
prey on to attack, devour / buzzard large European
bird of prey (bird that kills other creatures for food)
of the hawk family / keen enthusiastic / to raise to
form, begin (by raising or creating an emblem, flag
etc).

DID YOU
KNOW?
THE RAF IS KNOWN AS A
“JUNIOR” SERVICE BECAUSE IT
IS THE LAST ONE TO HAVE
FORMED. The Royal Marines
formed in 1664 . The British Army
was formed as a standing army in
1660. The Royal Navy was formed
under the reign of Henry VIII and,
being the oldest of the military
branches, is known as the “senior”
service. ●
to form to create / Henry VIII King of England (1491-
1547) / branch division.
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SPACE
THE U.S. AIR FORCE LAUNCHED AN ADVANCED NEW SATELLITE
to help upgrade the United States’ Global Positioning System (GPS) constellation.

The GPS IIF-9 satellite blasted off atop a United Launch Alliance Delta IV rocket from

Florida’s Cape Canaveral Air Force Station on March 25 at 2:36 p.m. EDT. The satel-

lite joined 30 other GPS satellites in orbit after its successful launch. The satellites

in the network range widely in age. Compared to previous GPS satellites, the IIF

spacecraft feature improved accuracy (thanks to advanced atomic clocks), better

signal strength and quality, and more civilian bands, Air Force officials have said. ●

to launch to send into space / to upgrade to improve, to modernize / to blast to take off with
force of a rocket engine / atop on top of / successful marked by a favourable outcome / network
system / range age bracket / widely greatly, considerably / feature aspect, characteristic / impro-
ved to make better, enhance / accuracy precision / thanks to because of / strength force, power.

...in other news
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FO
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N ICAO, FCL, ECAC, JAA, EASA …
what’s the difference?

WHY LINGUISTIC
STANDARDS?
In 2003, the ICAO council

adopted a new requirement

concerning linguistic profi-

ciency applicable to aircrew

for safety reasons. 

This means that in order to

enter an airspace all pilots

now have to provide evi-

dence of their speaking and

listening proficiency in the

language used for radiote-

lephony. The pilot license

now includes a line about lin-

guistic proficiency that will

have to be kept updated. 

This requirement is appli-

cable to any pilot: helicop-

ter, plane, whether profes-

sional or not. A framework

was created as well as a va-

lidity scale. The scale includes

levels from 1 to 6. Since

2008, a minimum of level 

4 is required for pilots. The

validity of the license de-

pends on the level:  level 4

is valid for 4 years, level 5

6 years, level 6 all life long.

WHAT DOES THE
TEST CONSIST IN?
The first test named

FCL.055d consists in two

exercises:

A written exam which is

meant to test the reading

skills of the candidate and

his ability use documenta-

tion such as technical docu-

ments / manuals, weather

information, flight plan data,

NOTAM or maps. The test

consists in a multiple choice

questionnaire.

AN ORAL EXAM 
IN TWO PARTS :
Listening test

Aims at assessing the candi-

date’s ability to listen and

copy recordings of real pilot

/ air traffic controller com-

munication and weather in-

formation (ATIS / VOLMET). 

Speaking test 

The candidate has to show

his / her ability to commu-

The international civil

aviation organization

(ICAO) is a United Na-

tions institution created in

1944 by the international ci-

vil aviation convention -

known as the Chicago

convention. The convention

was signed by 52 states,

creating the ICAO in order to

promote international co-

operation and uniformity

among norms and regula-

tions as well as procedures

and civil aviation structures. 

ICAO standards have a glo-

bal scope but are only re-

commendations that have

to be translated into natio-

nal laws.

The European civil aviation

conference (ECAC) was foun-

ded in 1955 and gathers 44

member states. This Euro-

pean organization aims at

the standardization of civil

aviation in Europe. In asso-

ciation with the ECAC, the

Joint aviation Authorities

(JAA) – which dates back to

the 1970’s – issues texts ap-

plicable to European coun-

tries but which can still be

considered as recommen-

dations. 

The EASA – European avia-

tion safety agency - was crea-

ted in the 2002’s and ab-

sorbed most of the JAA’s

former functions.BO
N

S 
PL

A
N

S

nicate in normal or unusual

flight circumstances with an

ATC and the other members

of the crew. 

The candidate has to per-

form a virtual flight, inclu-

ding the preparation phase.

He / she has to react in an

appropriate way to the in-

formation and instructions

they are given and commu-

nicate with the other candi-

date who plays the role of

another member of the crew. 

Following this first test, the

license has to be revalida-

ted or renewed through the

oral  exam included in an

FCL.055d test. ●
Hélène Mourey

Language training department

French air force.
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VOUS AVEZ ENVIE DE PROGRESSER EN ANGLAIS ? Vous avez besoin d’atteindre le niveau 4 ICAO ou simplement d’entre-
tenir votre vocabulaire ? Voici les pistes que vous pouvez emprunter pour vous faire décoller facilement !

Nos bons plans

JEUX
SIMULANG. Simu-
lang est un site in-
teractif à la croisée
des chemins entre
un jeu de rôles (qui

vous offre plusieurs options orientant le dé-
roulé des évènements), et les Sims, pour l’es-
thétique et l’aspect ludique. Vous choisis-
sez une des six situations proposées au départ
et vous y incarnez un chef de projet discutant
avec des interlocuteurs. A chaque étape, vous
évaluez vos progrès en temps réel aussi bien
en compréhension orale et écrite qu’en gram-
maire ou en vocabulaire. Une manière très
ludique de progresser déjà employée par le
personnel de l’armée de Terre pressenti pour
un poste à l’OTAN. Vous pouvez l’essayer gra-
tuitement sur leur site.
➤ simulang.biz

LEVEL4BUST. Une carte du
monde, un sablier, des

cartes… Level 4 Bust est
un jeu de plateau

qui peut vous aider à
atteindre et à maintenir un

niveau 4 ICAO. Pour cela, il vous
place dans des situations extrêmes

comparables à celles que vous pouvez ren-
contrer dans votre vie professionnelle. A
chaque bonne réponse, vous avancez votre
pion. Des cartes de vocabulaire sont là pour
vous aider à progresser de façon ludique. Une
application mobile existe également, mais
uniquement pour iPhone/iPad. 
➤ level4bust.com

TEST
CAMBRIDGE. L’Université de Cambridge (Cam-
bridge English Language Assessment) est l’un
des deux principaux certificateurs du mar-
ché, avec ETS (TOEFL et TOEIC). Elle délivre des
diplômes et des tests comme l’IELTS et le BU-
LATS. Ce dernier est plus particulièrement uti-

lisé dans l’aéronautique, notamment chez
AIRBUS et chez Air France, où il faut valider
un niveau CECRL avec le BULATS (entre 60
et 80 euros) pour monter dans la hiérarchie.
➤ cambridgeenglish.org

FORMATIONS
INLINGUA. Ce réseau international de centres
de formation en langues étrangères travaille
en ce moment avec le ministère de la Défense
en tant que prestataire sur une offre de cours
traditionnels (collectifs, en face à face, par té-
léphone et en immersion). Cet organisme pro-
pose également, dans son très riche catalogue,
une formation interculturelle qui pourrait
être utile dans votre quotidien professionnel,
ainsi que des préparations au BULATS, à
l’IELTS, au TOEIC et au TOEFL en ligne ou dans
leur centre de formation de Paris Etoile.
➤ inlingua.fr

EF. Depuis cinq ans, en partenariat avec le mi-
nistère de la Défense, la branche Corporate
Solutions d’EF propose des parcours pédago-
giques spécialisés et individualisés de six mois
dans une école d’anglais en ligne. Cours tech-
niques et spécifiques illimités, remise à ni-
veau, entraînement au TOEIC, conversation
avec des professeurs… Plus de 2000 heures de
contenus variés et interactifs pour un ap-
prentissage ludique.
➤ ef.com.fr

STUDY GLOBAL. Study Global prépare plus de 400
contrôleurs de trafic aérien à l’examen ELPAC
(English Language Proficiency for Aeronauti-
cal Communication) grâce à un programme
de cours de trois semaines à Malte. Hors de
ce cadre, l’organisme propose dans deux autres
de ses écoles, à Cork (Irlande) et à Newcastle
(Angleterre), des cours spécialisés d’anglais de
l’aviation à la carte (en groupe ou en indivi-
duel). Objectif annoncé : obtenir ou conserver
un niveau 4 en anglais sur l’échelle de l’OACI !
➤ studyglobal.fr

LIVRES
ENGLISH FOR AVIATION FOR 
PILOTS AND AIR CONTROLLERS.
De Sue Ellis et Terence Ge-
righty
Ce manuel, particulière-
ment bien illustré, traite
avant tout d’aviation ci-
vile. Après un premier

chapitre consacré aux bases de la commu-
nication aérienne, chacune des sept unités
restantes est construite sur le modèle du
déroulé d’un vol, depuis les vérifications
avant décollage jusqu’aux derniers
échanges avec la tour de contrôle à votre
retour au sol. Il est pratique et a été conçu
pour s’entrainer, même seul, afin d’obtenir
ou d’entretenir un niveau 4, opérationnel,
selon l'échelle d'évaluation des compétences
linguistiques de l'OACI. Il est accompagné
d’un CD audio et d’un CD-ROM (exercices
interactifs). Un seul regret : il est complet
mais un peu court !
➤ Oxford University Press

TAKE-OFF.
Technical English for Engineering
Cette gamme de produits de
Garnet Education s’adresse
aux ingénieurs et aux tech-
niciens de l’aviation civile et

militaire. Elle se compose
pour l’apprenant d’un épais
manuel (Course Book) ac-
compagné de trois CD audio

et d’un cahier d’exercices
complémentaires (work-
book). L’enseignant a égale-
ment son livret (Teacher’s

book) avec un CD-Rom interactif. Sous des
dehors assez austères, on peut difficile-
ment imaginer un contenu plus complet !
A utiliser en groupe, exclusivement.
➤ Garnet Education 

NOS BONS PLANS
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LES PARTICULES

LE QUIZ

T   E   S   Ti

TEST 2

PLUS DE JEUX SUR www.vocable.fr

En moins de 3 minutes, découvrez Speedlingua en vidéo en vous rendant sur
http://home.speedlingua.com/technologie-innovante/

TEST 3

LE VOCABULAIRETEST 1

AVANT DE PRENDRE L’AIR, testez donc votre niveau d’anglais avec ces jeux élaborés en
partenariat avec Speedlingua. Vous êtes vous-même aviateur ? Vous pouvez, sur simple
demande à l’adresse opstalk2015@orange.fr, bénéficier d’un accès à Speedlingua adapté
à votre besoin.

1. Décoller : to take ……….

2. S’installer à bord : to strap …….

3. Mettre les gaz : to throttle ….

4. Abattre (un avion) : to shoot ……..

5. Couper, éteindre (moteur) : to switch ……

6. Rebrousser chemin, faire demi-tour : to turn ………

7. Arriver en avion : to fly …..

Trouvez la particule qui donnera
leur sens aux verbes suivants.

Décollage immédiat

Réponses :

1-off, 2-in, 3-up, 4-down, 5-off, 6-back, 7-in

1. An aerodrome is a defined area
a. On land.
b. On water.
c. On both land and water.

2. An aircraft shall not be refueled if
a. passengers are on board.
b. passengers are walking through the refueling zone.
c. a ground power unit is operating on the ramp.

3. Flights can make pilots very:
a. Tied
b. Tiered
c. Tired

Parmi les réponses proposées, laquelle
est la bonne ?

Réponses :

1. c ; 2. b ; 3. c

Trouvez la signification précise de chacun des
termes ci-dessous.
1. AFFIRM a. is for wait and I will call you.

2. CHECK b. means I repeat for clarity.

3. CONFIRM c. is I wish to obtain.

4. CONTACT d. means I have received all of your last transmission.

5. CORRECT e. is yes.

6. DISREGARD f. is to examine a system.

7. I SAY AGAIN g. is to request verification.

8. REQUEST h. is ignore.

9. ROGER i. is true.

10. STANDBY j. means establish communications with.

Réponses :
1-e, 2-f, 3-g, 4-j, 5-i, 6-h,7-b, 8-c, 9-d, 10-a.

En partenariat avec
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